dataroom24 Launched in Response to Surging Virtual Data Room
Demand
Providing the favorable aspects of virtual data rooms without the typical hurdles helps
give clients a competitive edge, publishes dataroom24.com
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Stuttgart, Baden-Württemberg - April 19, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- As technological advancements
continue to bring about new opportunities, business are increasingly using these developments to
their advantage. In line with this trend, businesses are veering away from physical data rooms in
favor of their up-and-coming virtual alternatives. Industry analysts are reporting an annual surge in
demand for virtual data rooms of between 13 and 16 percent with this uptick expected to hold
steady through decade's end. In an effort to help meet the growing call, Matthias Böhmichen has
launched dataroom24.
Said Böhmichen, "Virtual data rooms offer a number of benefits over their physical counterparts
without question. From the beginning, our mission has been to create an option that stands apart
from the rest. In developing dataroom24, we incorporated all the best features of the existing options
while also addressing issues our competitors have overlooked. The result is a state-of-the-art
system that can be booked online and is designed to simplify our clients' work while holding up to
even the most demanding applications."
Among the features offered by dataroom24 is around-the-clock online access from any location.
Administrators are able to delegate access permission to appropriate personnel with tiered access
available if needed. Designed with ease-of-use in mind, the system is said to require minimal setup
and training. Based on information from dataroom24.com, multiple layers of security measures have
been implemented in order to protect against both internal and external security breaches.
The system is set up to support various file formats and data volumes. Data rooms may be
customized based on client need and cover document storage, project management, due diligence,
mergers and acquisitions as well as other applications. Services are scalable with available
packages covering single, five and unlimited user licensing. Further details can be found on the
dataroom24 website.
"The functionality and user-friendliness of our data room has been certified by the Fraunhofer
Institute for Industrial Engineering," Böhmichen affirmed. "We offer ultimate security and versatility
as well as speed, efficiency and convenience. Those benefits alone give our clients a sizable
competitive edge. Virtual data rooms are known to help cut costs as well as boost productivity, and
our system is ready to use from the moment clients sign up. We encourage anyone in need of our
services to sign up for our free trial, so they can experience the dataroom24 difference for
themselves."
About dataroom24:
The staff of dataroom24 is dedicated to following the "no-frills" philosophy, meaning they have
focused on the essentials and eliminated any unnecessary extras. As such, they have created a
highly functional, flexible and affordable option designed to handle the diverse needs of their clients.
Their data room can be booked online and provides speed, versatility, scalability and security
among other beneficial features.
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